Abstract. This paper deals with termination proofs for Higher-Order Rewrite Systems (HRSs), introduced in 12]. This formalism combines the computational aspects of term rewriting and simply typed lambda calculus. The result is a proof technique for the termination of a HRS, similar to the proof technique \Termination by interpretation in a wellfounded monotone algebra", described in 8, 19] . The resulting technique is as follows: Choose a higher-order algebra with operations for each function symbol in the HRS, equipped with some well-founded partial ordering. The operations must be strictly monotonic in this ordering. This choice generates a model for the HRS. If the choice can be made in such a way that for each rule the interpretation of the left hand side is greater than the interpretation of the right hand side, then the HRS is terminating. At the end of the paper some applications of this technique are given, which show that this technique is natural and can easily be applied.
Introduction
In the eld of automated proof veri cation one sees a development towards higher-order concepts. In the generic theorem prover Isabelle 15] , typed lambda calculus is used as the syntax for the formulae. In other systems, as Coq 14] , typed lambda calculus is even used for the logic, using the Curry-Howard isomorphism which links formulae to types and proofs to terms.
This development is mirrored in the research on Term Rewriting Systems (TRS). There are di erent formalisms dealing with the combination of term rewriting and an abstraction mechanism. In 11] the concept of Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRS) was introduced. These systems essentially are TRSs with bound variables. In 12, 13] the formalism of Higher-order Rewrite Systems (HRS) is described, which is very similar to CRSs in essence, but rather di erent in presentation. A precise comparison is given in 17] . A more general setting is given in 18] . Quite other approaches can be found in 4, 9] .
Two important issues concerning rewrite systems are termination and conuence. For results about local con uence of HRSs and con uence of orthogonal HRSs the reader is referred to 12] and 13] respectively. In 11, ch. II.3] the conuence of regular CRSs is proved. However, the question of termination of the higher-order frameworks seems hardly to have been explored. As far as we know, only in 11, ch. II. 6 .2] a su cient condition for termination of regular CRSs is given. With this condition, stated in terms of redexes and descendants, a termination proof for CRSs remains a syntactical matter. Other work on this line is done in 10]. We also refer to 9] where a recursion scheme for higher-order rules is given that guarantees termination.
Termination of rst-order Term Rewriting is already an undecidable problem. But as the termination of TRSs is an interesting question, many semi-algorithms and characterisations of termination are proposed in the literature. A nice characterisation of termination is given in 19] . It builds on the \Increasing Interpretation Method" of 8, p. 367]. The function symbols of a TRS R have to be interpreted as strictly monotonic operations in some well-founded algebra. This interpretation is extended to closed terms as a usual algebraic homomorphism. Now the associated rewrite relation is terminating if every left hand side is greater (under the chosen interpretation) than the belonging right hand side, for each possible interpretation of the variables in that rule.
The strength of this characterisation is that one can concentrate on the \in-tuitive reason" for termination. This intuition can be translated in suitable operations on well-founded orderings, thus using semantical arguments. The real termination proof consists of testing a simple condition on the rules only instead of on all possible rewrite steps or all possible redexes. This semantical approach is more convenient than a syntactical technique.
The aim of this paper is to generalise this semantical characterisation of termination for TRSs to one for HRSs. The de nition of Higher-order Rewriting we use, is close to 18], so it is an extension of 12, 13] . The main result is that such a generalisation is possible. The interpretation of terms can be extended to the interpretation of higher-order terms. The orderings and the notion of strictness can also be generalised. The techniques to achieve this are similar to those used in 5, 6] . Moreover, the result that termination proofs can be given with a well-founded monotone algebra in 19] carries over to HRSs with simple conditions on the well-founded ordering. With this technique some natural HRSs are proved to be terminating (see Section 6) .
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2 Term Rewriting in the Simply Typed Lambda Calculus
Types and Terms
In this section the sets of types and terms of simply typed lambda calculus are de ned. The types are constructed from a set of base types. Let B be the set of base types. Then the set T(B) of simple types over these base types is de ned as:
De nition1. T De nition2. A signature (F) is a triple (B; C; V), where B are the base types, C is a set of typed constants and V is a set of typed variables. Given a signature F we can de ne the set of simply typed lambda terms: De nition3. Let ! (F) and is denoted by ! (F). The set of free variables of a well-typed term t is de ned as usual and denoted by FV (t). In the sequel we often abbreviate T(B) and ! (F) to T and ! . Terms without free variables are called closed. A variable x is called bound in a term t if it occurs in a subterm of t of the form x:s. Terms that only di er in the renaming of bound variables (known as -conversion) are identi ed. This permits us to stick to the convention that variables never occur free and bound as well in any mathematical context. See 2, p. 26] for details about the variable convention.
To express the complexity of a term, the notion of type level is de ned inductively on types:
Higher-order Rewrite Systems
There are various de nitions of higher-order rewrite mechanisms in recent literature 11, 4, 12, 13, 18] . The de nition in this subsection is not meant to add a new formalism to the existing ones. Most conditions on the rules are dropped, because they are not necessary in the proof. The rewrite relation is as liberal as possible. Of course, the main result applies to formalisms admitting fewer rules and fewer rewrite steps. The chosen formalism is much like the formalism in 18, ch. 4.1], but we made some choices.
A Higher-order Rewrite System is given by a signature and a set of rules:
De nition7. A Higher-order Rewrite System R is a tuple (F; R), where F is a signature and R is a set of rules in this signature. A rule is a pair (l; r), with l; r 2 ! (F), both closed -normal forms. Rules (l; r) are denoted by l ! r. In this rule, l is called the left hand side and r the right hand side. The de nition of a rule is the same as in 18, p. 46], except that we don't uselong forms. Free variables are not admitted in a rule, for reasons explained below. In the examples, we mostly leave out the -binders in front of the left-and right hand side of the rules for shortness, thus introducing free variables par abuse. The de nition of HRSs in 13, p. 308] is a special case of De nition 7, because it has some extra conditions on the occurrences of the free variables (which should be abstracted from in the present de nition) to guarantee decidability of a rewrite step. This restriction is not needed in the termination result.
De nition8. A context is a term 2:C, where C is in -normal form and 2 2 FV (C). De nition9. Let R = (F; R) be an HRS. The rewrite relation is de ned by: s ! R t if and only if there exist a context C and a rule l ! r 2 R, such that (Cl)# = s and (Cr)# = t. Only s and t in -normal form will be considered.
De nition 9 di ers in three aspects from the de nition of the higher-order rewrite relation in 18, p. 46]. Firstly, -long forms are not required, but furthermore the notion of positions is circumvented. In this way the variable convention can be upheld 1 . To be able to rewrite subterms with bound variables the rules are required to be closed.
The proposed de nition of rewriting is inspired by the Leibniz-equality in higher-order logic: l = D r abbreviates 8P : D ! Prop:P(r) ! P(l). An application of this formula reduces any goal P(l) to a goal P(r). To have a proper notion of reduction, the condition 2 2 FV (C) is added. To ensure that C really depends on 2, the condition that C is in -normal form is added. Without these conditions we would never have termination:
Example 1. Let l ! r be a rule of HRS R. If 2:a were a context, we would have the rewrite step a = (( 2:a)l)# ! R (( 2:a)r)# = a. The same example can be given if 2:( y:a)2 were a context. The last di erence with 18] is that more occurrences of 2 in a context are admitted. This is another advantage of seeing contexts as ordinary -terms and is close to the pragmatics of Leibniz equality. The transitive closure of the rewrite relation is not changed if we allow this form of parallelism, so con uence and termination are maintained.
Here is an example of rewriting:
Example 2. Let + be a binary function symbol. If there is a rule X:X + X ! X:X, then we have the following rewrite steps: Term Reduct Context used P + P ! P 2:2P (P + P) + (P + P) ! (P + P) 2:2(P + P) or 2:(2P) + (2P) (P + P) + (P + P) ! P 2:2(2P) qy:(qy) + (qy) ! qy:(qy) 2qy:2(qy) 3 The Model of Hereditarily Monotonic Functionals
We try to apply the general idea of the proof technique \termination by interpretation" for TRSs in 8, 19] to HRSs. The outline of this technique is as follows:
The function symbols are interpreted by operations of the same arity in an algebra, equipped with a well-founded partial order. This interpretation is extended to the terms of the TRS in an algebraic way. The interpretation is chosen in such a way that for all rules, the left hand side is interpreted by a greater value than the right hand side. If such an interpretation can be found, the TRS is terminating. To prove the correctness of this technique, rst we have to show that the ordering on terms is closed under substitution. The other step is to show that the ordering is closed under placing terms into a context. This can be proved using the fact that the function symbols are interpreted by strictly monotonic functions, thus preserving the ordering. Now we have for any substitution and context C that C l ] > C r ]. This is exactly the form of a rewrite step, thus showing that a rewrite step can be translated to a decrease in the well-founded ordering. In this way termination of rewriting is guaranteed. In our de nition of higher-order rewriting, we don't need closure under substitution, as the rules consist of closed terms. We only need closure under placing terms into a context; but this doesn't help us, because substitutions can easily be coded as special contexts. Matters are more complicated than in the rst-order case. The notions of interpretation, strictness and ordering have to be extended to higher-order concepts. After these de nitions the same idea can be used. It will turn out that we have to use two di erent orderings to show termination. The condition on the rules of an HRS is stated in terms of one ordering, so we try to show that for every rule (l ! r), l > 1 r. Now we use a second ordering to show that for any context C, Cl > 2 Cr. This second ordering will be well-founded, thus proving termination of the HRS.
In this chapter we will de ne an interpretation for the terms into the hereditarily monotonic functions. A similar idea occurs already in 6] and 5]. One di erence is that in this paper two -equivalent terms have the same interpretation. This di erence stems from the fact that we don't count -steps. They are only used in the meta-language. Proof. This is obvious, because the domains have extensional equality. u t
Interpretation of types by monotonic function spaces

On strictness
In section 3 we saw that the ordering mon > on terms is closed under substitution. We would like that this ordering is also closed under placing a term into a context. The rst objection to this is the interpretation of the constants. We have to ensure that this interpretation is order preserving. The proof in 19] also uses the condition that the constants have to be interpreted by strictly monotonic operations. Therefore we de ne the following notion:
De nition28. The predicate \f is strictly mon >-monotonic" with f 2 M is de ned with induction on : 
then S(G)(g) = G(g) + g(0) mon > F(g) + g(0) = S(F)(g). This shows that S(G) mon > S(F). So S is strictly mon >-monotonic.
But in fact, this is undesired. Consider G := f:fA and g := x:5. Then S(G)(g) = 10, so the A leaves no traces. This example can be used to \prove" that the following non-terminating HRS is terminating: First of all, this HRS is not terminating, because the left hand side is a subterm of the right hand side. Now we choose as interpretation:
Under this interpretation we can compute the left hand side and the right hand side. It will turn out that the left hand side equals 4 and the right hand side equals 2. This clearly shows that S cannot be called \strict".
Another objection against strict mon >-monotonicity of contexts, is the interpretation of the variables: Example 5. Let l mon > r for some terms l and r. Then it is not the case that xl mon > xr: Take a valuation with (x) = a:c, for some constant c, then xl] ] = xr] ] . This example shows that although l mon > r, we cannot expect that xl mon > xr for any value for x. So this order is not closed under placing terms into a context. Fortunately, we can weaken our desires. We don't need this order for all values for x, because the free variables of the context (which is in -normal form) cannot be instantiated during a rewrite step. Furthermore, if we have the rewrite step xl ! R xr, then it is not the case, that we have the same step for all substitutions for x: Some substitutions lead to a non legal context. So we have the freedom to restrict the condition and to look at some particular value of x. The idea, due to Jan Friso Groote, is to look at precisely those x that preserve the order, that is for the strictly monotonic x. This leads to a new ordering, str >, which (intuitively) runs: f str > g if and only if for all strictly monotonic x, f(x) str > g(x). This new ordering is used to compare the terms of the rewrite sequence. Below a simultaneous de nition of a new notion of strictness and a new ordering str > is given, in such a way that strictness is stronger than strictly mon >-monotonic and str > is weaker than mon >. Here we diverge from 6, 5]. We suppose that for each combination (b; c) of base types one strict function is chosen and called + b;c (written in x when possible). This suggestive de nition is justi ed by Proposition 40 which states that under a well-founded type interpretation, the domains are well-founded. But rst, we need a lemma, saying that strict inhabitants exist for all domains, if we have a well-founded type interpretation:
Lemma 39. If the underlying type interpretation is well-founded, then for every 2 T there is at least one inhabitant of S , which we will call S . The reader can verify that the interpretation of the left hand side is greater than the interpretation on the right hand side on each line in the table. So this system of Process Algebra-and Sum rules is terminating. It is easily veri ed that under this interpretation the left hand side of each rule is greater than the interpretation of the right hand side.
Quanti er reasoning
Surjective Disjoint Union
We give one more example. case(inl(X); F; G) ! F(X) case(inr(X); F; G) ! G(X) case(U; x:F(inl(x)); x:F(inr(x))) ! F(U)
Note that this example does not t in the framework of 12] (see page 347). Termination for this example is less trivial, because there is a real application in the interpretation of the function symbols. Furthermore it is not the case that the number of \case" occurrences decreases in every step: If X contains a \case" occurrence, then F can generate many copies of it in the right hand side of the rst rule. ]) The left hand sides are all greater than the right hand sides, because we may restrict to monotonic functionals for F and G. So the system of \surjective disjoint union" is terminating.
But the interpretation in a Termination
